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4 During  an  interval  as  a  graduate  student,  I  recall  a  course  in  which  the  professor
included various novels in tandem with an academic publication covering the same
novels. The combination of texts, critical companion, and the professor’s lecture has
remained in my mind as the most proficient trifectas for an academic course design.
Numerous authors, historical periods, directors, social and human rights topics have
more than their share of such companion texts to accompany a variety of academic
course designs; however, American author Henry Miller (1891-1980) has yet to be the
focus of a critical text applicable for the organic diversity of the classroom. Until now.
Finn Jensen’s Henry Miller and Modernism delivers an engaging examination of Miller’s
literary background and demonstrates how—enmeshed within the Paris milieu—these
forces influenced his varied writings during the 1930s. The combination simultaneously
provides us with an engaging look across the most important decade of Miller’s life,
written, in my opinion, in a format that would significantly lend itself to the university
setting.1 James Gifford, in Personal Modernisms: Anarchist Networks and the Later Avant-
Gardes (2014), notes that Miller is absent from academic discourse because he does “not
neatly fit the established paradigms of Modernism” (206); apparently conscious of this
disparity, Jensen’s effort attempts to rectify this absence of Miller from the modernist
discussion.  Encompassing  seventeen  interconnected  chapters,  Jensen’s  text  is  a
methodological close reading of Miller’s influences and environment, resulting in his
development  into  a  distinct  literary  voice.  Undoubtedly,  readers  of  Miller  who are
looking to go beyond his novels and engage with the literary and cultural influences
that impacted his mindset should turn first to Jenson’s book, as it provides the most
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approachable  and  rewarding  examination  to  date  in  Miller’s  growing  scholarly
presence. 
5 This  endorsement  for  Jensen’s  work  is  not  to  suggest  that  he  has  accomplished
something  groundbreaking  or  hitherto  unachievable;  Henry  Miller  and  Modernism is,
nevertheless, unprecedented for Miller studies in its applicability. The close reading
approach  is  coupled  with  a  wide-ranging  understanding  of  the  great  literary  and
philosophical  minds of  the 19th and early 20th centuries,  and one of  the strongest
points to Jensen’s work is the extensive analysis of the authors who highly impacted
Miller. In Jenson’s opinion, these thinkers, who arrived before Miller, foregrounded the
“I”:  when  Miller  arrived,  he  exploded  the  “I”.  While  many  Miller  scholars  have
discussed these literary and philosophical connections, Jensen’s approach is unique in
that, at times, he leaves Miller in the background, so much so that in the first third of
the  book,  Miller  is  noticeably  absent.  With Miller  as  a  reference point,  these  early
chapters survey correlating themes in the ideas of Nietzsche, Rimbaud, Artaud, Deleuze
and Guattari, Baudelaire, Oswald Spengler, and Michael Fraenkel, among others.2 That
extensive and specific attention is given to a wide variety of authors again suggests the
educational  possibilities  of  incorporating Jensen’s  book into an academic course on
Miller. In addition to this examination of important writers, another strong point to
Jensen’s  work is  his  ability  to concisely  summarize a  variety of  artistic  movements
appearing,  and disappearing,  in the first  few decades of  the twentieth century.  For
instance, in the chapter “The Spectrum of Values in Modernity,” Jensen addresses the
following  movements  in  an  easy-to-read  overview:  eschatology  (and  vitalists),  the
avant-garde,  dada,  expressionism,  and anarchism.  The overview is  beneficial  to  the
scholar and the novice, as Jensen succinctly positions these art groups in relation to
both the period and Miller. 
6 Jensen is  keen to establish several  new avenues to approach the Modernism of the
1930s. To do so, he coins varying terms that categorize his approaches to the influences
surrounding Miller’s literary background and contemporary environment. Utilizing the
ideas  of  eschatology  and  vitalism  to  describe  Miller’s  group  as  the  eschatological
vitalists, Jensen argues that Miller belongs within this group of thinkers who concern
themselves with various doctrines involving final matters relating to death, judgment,
and subsequent afterlife destiny (54). Another key phrase for Jensen encompasses the
“man-of-the-city”  novel,  which  plays  a  significant part  in  Jensen’s  overarching
approach to Miller; this term is especially important for investigating Miller’s literary
influences, including Knut Hamsun. Jensen emphasizes the rise of this man-of-the-city
genre—which contains a definite novel structure of the lone male character within the
unforgiving isolation of the modernizing city—and in an entire chapter on the subject,
he traces the development of this genre from the beginning of the 1800s (84). A third
phrase, and one more closely connected to Miller studies, is “the founding myth” (197).
While this term is used only once in the text, Jensen employs the concept to examine
Tropic of Capricorn (1938), viewing Miller’s evolution into a writer as a form of mythic
establishment  through  “the  suffering  that  he  experienced  in  New  York  and  that
eventually led to his deliverance” (246). Development on Jensen’s part concerning these
three phrases, among others, encourages not only further critiques into Miller studies
but the broader application into other realms of modernist literature.
7 The  text  is  very  well  interconnected  in  that  every  chapter  refers  to  a  future  or  a
previous  chapter,  thereby  adding  to  the  cohesion  of  the  argument.  Through  this
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method, the chapters build upon and refer back to each other, but in no form are they
dependent on sequential reading. Additionally, Jensen incorporates prior research and
appraisals on Miller published in NEXUS:  The International  Henry Miller  Journal.  While
there are areas of research on Miller that Jensen contests, overall, he aligns himself
with  the  general  trend  of  Miller  scholarship.  For  example,  the  man-of-the-city
hypothesis maintains that the protagonist/author brings himself to the center of the
text (290); Jensen compliments John Burnside, who in On Henry Miller: Or, How to Be an
Anarchist (2018), notes, in tongue-in-cheek fashion, that to write his text he needed “to
do as Henry did—to make it all about me” (xxiv). Since Jensen is focused on the Paris
years,  the predominant motif  is  the man-of-the-city  as  it  impacts  various stages in
Miller’s  Paris  life.  Interestingly,  Jensen  ends  his  analysis  of  Miller’s  1930s  literary
journey, not with Paris, but with the Greek odyssey, retold in The Colossus of Maroussi
(1941). Written while Miller was living in New York City (boarding down the hall from
Salvador Dali), Jensen argues that this work (set in 1939) was Miller’s transformation
away  from  the  city  man.3 Ending  as  he  does  with  The  Colossus  of  Maroussi,  Jensen
combines a decade of Miller’s life into a cohesive package, one that allows for a proper
presentation of Miller’s most impactful years.
8 There are, of course, drawbacks to every text. Important to note is that this publication
is an English translation from the original Danish-language text; due to translation and
subsequent  publication  time-lag,  there  are  minor  points  that  feel  outdated.  These
moments  particularly  appear when  Jensen  is  referencing  “recent”  publications  or
events surrounding Miller scholarship. Minor rephrasing of these sections could have
removed these discontinuous remarks. Another important textual element to note is
that Henry Miller and Modernism is not a valuable resource for secondary sources—or
archival materials. At first glance this absence appears to be a flaw in Jensen’s work;
however, a close reading of his close reading makes clear that Jensen’s limited use of
secondary sources is judicial:  it helps reduce the jargon surrounding the instructive
exposition of Miller’s texts. In general, contemporary research that fails to incorporate
archival material—especially after the archival turn—risks being redundant and dull.
Jensen avoids this pitfall; nevertheless, it would have been beneficial for the academic
classroom if he had highlighted the importance of archival research and the significant
advancements such research archives have provided for studies on Miller. Alternately,
it is refreshing that Jensen does not exalt his subject. Many eccentrics have attached
themselves to Miller—as one critic noted back in 1965, “the epigones, and their ever
more  oddly  contracted  sympathies,  join  with  Miller”  (Capouta  87)—Jensen  remains
exempt from such classification. At one point, he bluntly states: “Henry Miller was not
an original  thinker.  He  was  not  a  visionary  who constructed his  own cosmological
structures,” adding that, “He took what he could use and left the rest” (169). Jensen has
taken  rich  kernels  of  Miller’s  material,  incorporated  them  with  Miller’s  literary
influences, and left us to benefit from the greater meanings in Miller’s words.
9 If  readers of Miller are looking for a scholarly approach that avoids one narrow or
thematic academic perspective, then Jenson’s book is foremost on the list. Jensen has
set out to entrench Miller in the world of modernism as an author who was, in part, a
product of his literary environment. This approach is by no means flawless or without
weakness;  as  a  consequence,  in  terms  of  future  scholarship,  a  plethora  of  avenues
appear for further investigation—including rebuttals—of Jensen’s conclusions. Overall,
this translation of Jensen’s Danish publication is an invaluable addition to studies on
Miller.  Palgrave  Macmillan  has  produced a  beautiful  hardback  that  allows  for  easy
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reading and space for margin notes. The index leaves much to be desired, as it only
contains individual names mentioned in the text; additional indexing of subjects and
historically important content would have been beneficial.4 These points aside, it has
taken forty years since Miller’s death, and nearly ninety years since the publication of
Tropic of Cancer (1934) for a text that advances Miller studies in modernism and, at least
in this reviewer’s opinion, is also ideal for the academic setting.
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NOTES
1. Miller’s absence within the halls of academia is noticeable enough to have drawn the attention
of biographers and scholars (see Hoyle 323–35; and Orend).
2. Jensen  is  wise  not  to  retreat  previous  scholarship  involving  Miller’s  passion  for  certain
authors.  For  instance,  Jensen  avoids  extensive  discussion  of  Dostoevsky,  noting  that  Maria
Bloshteyn,  in  The  Making  of  a  Counter-Culture  Icon:  Henry  Miller’s  Dostoevsky (2007),  adequately
covers the topic (to Jensen’s satisfaction).
3. Some might argue that Miller returned to the city (Los Angeles) in 1960 after leaving his rustic
life  in  Big Sur,  California.  Yet,  Miller  scarcely  knew Los Angeles and was either chauffeured
around by a variety of friends or rode his bicycle in his neighborhood (until health prohibited
him from doing so). Harry Kiakis aptly summarized Miller’s ignorance concerning Los Angeles in
1968: “He is surprised at how well I know all of the Los Angeles area; I am surprised at how little
he has seen! [Miller retorts,] ‘I didn't know there was anything to see here’” (Kiakis 10). 
4. Noticeably absent from the publication are more references to the myriad publications by
Roger Jackson, the preeminent publisher of obscure texts by and about Miller, including several
concerning the 1930s.
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